
Myths are subtly powerful things. Many today believe that they have forgone myths,
overcome myths, evolved beyond the need for myths. They see religion as a purveyor
of myths, while believing that they have outgrown those myths to live as the world
truly is. They may reject the historical accounts of Jesus Christ and the billion-strong
world-wide witness, or they may accept those accounts but dismiss their power as the
formulary of misguided myth-making. The modern mind wants to believe itself as free
from myth, instead dealing only with material realities. The modern mind wants to
believe itself superior, evolved, without need of myth.

But we all have myths, modern or not. Myths
are inevitable. Myths are a necessary part of
making meaning out of the world, indeed of
making the world intelligible at all, of making
our place in the world. And the modern
materialist has some of the most fantastical
myths of all. A myth for the beginning? The
Big Bang theory, although cosmologists today
increasingly doubt its reliability. A myth for

the end? Take your pick: global warming, nuclear apocalypse, viral demise, or meteor
collision. A myth for materiality? Photons, muons, quarks, and quantum entanglement,
otherwise known as spooky action at a distance. A myth for yearning? Utopia,
awaiting renewable energy, gene therapy, and perfected socialism.

Myths are ubiquitous. You must only choose wisely. Accepting a myth isn’t believing
a lie. Myths aren’t necessarily true or false, although some myths embody more of the
truth, while other myths embody less of the truth and instead mislead. Myths are
explanatory narratives, stories that attempt to make sense of the world we experience.
Myths can certainly form around historical events, lending those events their fuller
meaning or perhaps distorting truer meanings. An assassin shoots a president, and the
nation mythologizes the president, for better or worse. But when a Roman governor
condemned a certain prisoner, and the crucified prisoner lived again, God confirmed
for the world its redemptive truth, measuring all myths.


